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early in the 2016-17 season, Jordan Brand to commemorate the Veterans' day and launched a series of camouflage shoes
(including Air Jordan, the station reported), XXXI Jordan Melo Jordan CP3.10, Jordan 13, Super.fly 5 and Air Jordan 16, each style
has two different color camouflage, but then is the player exclusive, not publicly sold. 

but blessed are those who like camouflage this time! Air Jordan XXXI Low launched a camouflage pattern, the whole is green as the
substrate to Israeli derivatives, the front first Flywire use red to increase double murderous (false!) The most extraordinary is that the
exposed stable sheet of his heel is painted with a gun like color. The metallic sheen and texture increase the overall military style. It is
a rare setting in the Air Jordan XXXI Low series. 

Air Jordan XXXI Low 'Camo' is currently on sale at a European dealership, such as the Back Door Bottega, which is priced at 195
euros, while the United States is on sale at 8/15, priced at $$160. At present, Taiwan has no selling news, love the prospecting shoe
can continue to pay attention to this station to bring you the listing report. 

source: Back, Door, Bottega

Nike Air Jordan 10 white black gray color with the title of one of the zebra, color is the most classic, tomorrow will be engraved in
Taiwan market, we all prospecting shoe currently has announced the sale to organize dealers to stay in the Facebook, of course
there will be some department store sale, also please calling the actual selling way and the place to store transaction mechanism
please announcement. 

Fucheng Museum Leisure Products Co. Ltd. 

source: Mita sneakers

have you noticed that there are a lot of new Fresh Foam jogging shoes on the New Balance in the near future? No words refer to the
official message: New Balance Fresh Foam and flexible evolution, the brand also simultaneously launched 2/1~2/29 Balance - Fresh
Foam to buy New series of shoes will shock a pair of flip flops, and if you are in Taipei you can now have a twenty percent off
discount, the newly opened ximending concept shop to buy oh! 
Extended reading: 
- shoe shoes on

PUMA and Japan's two major brands Mita, Sneakers and WHIZ LIMITE teamed up to build Trinomic, XT2, Plus shoes. Using WHIZ
LIMITE's latest season alternative rock style theme, in the shoes on the use of sunset like deep red and blue collocation, to create a
unique flavor. Trinomic XT2 Plus of collocation in the streets before and after Trinomic dominate, a large area of the honeycomb
structure can provide excellent jiaogan. 

source: sneakerfreaker

Dynamic self training during the 
Damian Lillard Instagram share recently in the offseason, with special attention to dress his feet can not Dame 3 or other published
models, but earlier on the Internet fourth generation signature shoe spy exposure, although the official Adidas have not yet released
any information, but the player I have personally used, this should be no surprise if new boots Damian Lillard next season. In the
preceding three generation are published in 12-1 between the months of experience, from the Dame 4 official debut there should be
some time before, are interested in prospecting shoe together and then tried to heart and so on it, then we will send you to report as
soon as possible. 

, Been, a, week, out, here, in, Boise, Feel, like, I'm, ready, great, for, camp, already, lol... Gettin, it, in, W, my, guys, @ben_kenyon_,
@jrdup21, @timfraz23,, and, @scottbamforth,.

A, post, shared, by, Damian, Lillard (@damianlillard), on, Jun 10, 2017, at, 4:10pm, PDT

source: OregonLive



Taiwan has just entered the lunar calendar in July. It is also commonly called the ghost moon. During this time, there are many taboos,
but there are also many customs that need us to follow. Like to switch back to the gates, each of us is always bitter this group to the
new human electronic technology. 

if you talk about the same ghost festival in the west, you probably think of halloween. The Adidas J Wall 2, which appears before, is
said to be very likely to be a special color for the festival. If the designers are impressed, the design also appeared on D Lillard 1,
which is expected to be presented in series. In addition, Adidas used in Tim Burton's film the Nightmare Before Christmas to send to
the Christmas version of the shoes, and the single use of tonality and elements and this J Wall 2 has many similar, including luminous
outsole, purple appearance, the other on the tongue and side use patterns are also curious. In short, say so much, or expect Adidas
officials to release more details on J Wall 2! 

source: Sole Collector

from Onitsuka Tiger's most classic shoes Mexico 66 Tiger Corsair, born in the global popular running at the end of 60s, the Mexico
66 and the last is widened, and the bottom are widening running shoes. Tiger Corsair recently in 2013 engraved, to design and
manufacture the original reproduced at the time the world's only limited to 800 pairs, so many love faithful to the original shoes fans
have to start. In 2017, Onitsuka Tiger Tiger Corsair re engraved, retains the original design elements is the most original Onitsuka
Tiger often engraved classic shoes when the stick, with a solid rubber outsole and midsole EVA as its classic contour, with great
comfort 24mm shock-absorbing soles, was one of a pair of running shoes. This feature, launched a total of three kinds of colors, each
with a strong retro flavor, but also to 2017 Onitsuka Tiger with a stick to the original, to pay tribute to the classic means. 

Tiger Corsair traced to the past history of words, there is a rather interesting historical story, in 60s, Onitsuka Tiger shoes sold to the
United States Agency local Americans, in order to meet the feet wide and Americans, Onitsuka Tiger will be Mexico 66 type of shoes
made by the changes. The Americans named it Cortez. After that, because the Americans created their own brand and have the right
to claim the shoes, Onitsuka Tiger changed its shoes to Tiger Corsair in 1978. The engraved color to Onitsuka Tiger at the retro
color, classic color red lined blue white and blue color suitable for men and women; with strong flavor and style, can be easily inserted
into Japanese dress; black is yellow with eye-catching lines, a Sporty in quite a flavor. 
Tiger Stripe in the bottom line and the use of different color features on the insole with Onitsuka Tiger on the tongue and Tiger Stripe
with the same label color echoes 
TIGER CORSAIR NT$3300 is now selling 

Onitsuka Tiger 

was recently brainwashed by PPAP, so when he saw the "Top Three", he was "pressed". Well, in September 3rd this year, Air
Jordan 1 Retro High OG "Banned" release, there is a foreign wrong will be shipped Top Three "into the box in the incident, but also
makes the shoe fans can therefore first to see real product, What The series of spiritual heritage, Jordan Brand will be three pairs of
popular classic styles Bred (now Banned), Royal and Chicago combined with asymmetric make the deployment of the United States,
with fine design in 1985 so far, the Air Jordan 1 along with the evolution of times, science and technology gradually from the stadium
to the street, but the spirit is still forever fans, trapeze shoes fans hearts, a desire to meet the three, Why not?, right? 

Air Jordan 1 Retro High OG "Top Three" in the United States is scheduled to launch in November 28th, priced 160 dollars in Taiwan
if there is further information we will be offering you share, more messages can also be listed on information Kenlu Calendar. 

source: Nike / Sole Collector
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